Appendix B

Approved PGM Types
Approved PGM Types

**Rivet Marker**

- Stainless steel or brass stud in concrete kerb
- Used in concrete or stone formed surfaces

**Type 1 Marker**

- Paved surface painted with 200mm white square
- 40mm diam. disc from aluminium or stainless steel
- 100mm head nail
- Used in dense, very stable paved surfaces

**Type 2 Marker**

- Concrete collar set 10mm down from ground level
- Concrete backfill, 300mm diameter
- 20mm rust resistant steel rod, centre punched mark on top to form reference
- Maximum length 1.0m, min. driven to refusal
- Plan view
- Concrete collar 0.5m square
- Used for non-agricultural sites and unpaved surfaces

**Type 4 Marker**

- Centre point marking
- Optional collar in concrete
- Steel or alloy tube with drivable steel lines inside
- Length appropriate to ground conditions
- This illustration is indicative only - various types of proprietary marker are available in one piece or extendable units
- Used for soft surfaces